the next Number of The Lancet. I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

G. W. HARDY.

Warrington, July 25, 1840.

"*" The wish of Mr. Hardy is willingly granted. One of the two chief points in his reply is contained in the question with which the third paragraph is closed. Questions, Mr. Hardy, will permit us to say, form dangerous portions of argumentative remarks; dangerous to the querist; for they are only substitutes for, and indicate a difficulty to supply, facts. The second chief point we have made more conspicuous by italics, that the single "circumstance" which Mr. Hardy has found to oppose to the legislative veto against inoculation for small-pox, may be readily seized in estimating the weight of his answers to this simple inquiry,—What circumstances will any longer justify permission being given to twenty thousand medical practitioners to decide, according to their judgment or their temptations, whether they shall or not keep up the practice of inoculating with the virus of small-pox? We should with ease and cheerfulness dispose of his fallacy, were it not quite safe to leave the task to each reader who may reflect upon it. The council and members of the Newton Branch of the Provincial Association, will, on perusing our report of the Southampton meeting, find an opposite opinion to their own on this subject, unanimously expressed at the anniversary assembly of the parent society. The argument of Mr. Hardy was powerful before the discovery of Jenner. The remaining prejudices against vaccination will not last; but inoculation nursed those prejudices.
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